Raising and lowering
Liberty Telescopic Flagpole
Your pole is shipped in a lock position.

TO RAISE POLE:
l Starting with the smallest diameter pole section, turn pole section
clockwise (right) to completely unlock. (Remember pole is shipped
locked)
*Place one hand on the smallest diameter pole and your other hand on the next size larger pole.

l

Extend the pole section fully until it stops (cannot extend further).

l

Turn pole section clockwise (right) until button extends into round
hole (located on section below).
Once button is locked in, turn pole counter clockwise (left) to engage
and lock pole.

l

Assembly Instructions
Liberty Telescopic Flagpole

The top of the flag attaches to top
swivel with stainless steel clip.

*Arrows can be used as guide to line up button hole.

l

Repeat for each additional section until pole is fully raised.

TWIST CLOCKWISE
(RIGHT) TO UN-LOCK

TWIST COUNTER CLOCKWISE (LEFT) TO LOCK

TO LOWER POLE:
l Starting with largest diameter pole (base section), twist upper pole
section clockwise (right) to unlock.
l Once unlocked, carefully disengage button by pushing in and twisting
pole section right to clear from hole. Lower pole section completely until
it stops.
l Repeat for each additional pole section until flagpole is fully lowered.
Your Liberty EZPOLE Flagpole No Drop Posi Lock system is a dual Cam and button lock
system locking your pole in place. The pole is designed to lock at any height within each
section with a simple twist of the Cam lock and designed to lock without the button. The
button is designed as a backup lock in case the CAM lock unlocks into neutral position.

The bottom of the flag
attaches to the top hole
of 1-¾”Swivel Sleeve with
stainless steel clip.

The 2” Swivel Sleeve is used
when flying a second flag or
half-mast.

Flying Your Liberty Flag at Half-Mast
*To fly your flag at half-mast on your Liberty telescopic flagpole you will
want to unclip your flag from the top swivel and 1-¾” swivel sleeve.
*Clip the top clip of the flag to the 1-¾” swivel sleeve and the bottom
clip of the flag will clip on to the 2” swivel sleeve.

